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Abstract
Given two compact Poisson manifolds X and Y which admit a strict deformation quanti-
zation over the base space I :“ 1{NY t0u Ă r0, 1s, we show that also the cartesian product
X ˆ Y admits a strict deformation quantization. As an application, we investigate the strict
deformation quantization of spin systems with nearest neighbor interactions and show how
the corresponding quantum Hamiltonians arise from their classical counterparts.
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1 Introduction
The concept of strict deformation quantization has been introduced by Rieffel in [7] in order
to provide a mathematical formalism that describes the transition from a classical theory to a
quantum theory in terms of deformations of (commutative) Poisson algebras (representing the
classical theory) into non-commutative C˚-algebras (characterizing the quantum theory). More
precisely, given a commutative Poisson algebra A0 the strict deformation quantization of A0
consists of the assignment of a continuous bundle A of C˚-algebras pA~q~PI over an interval I
along with a family of quantization maps Q~ : rA0 Ñ A~, with ~ P I and rA0 Ă A0 a dense Poisson
subalgebra, which rules the deformation of A0 (cf. Definition 2.5). Once that a quantum theory
is constructed, the classical counterpart is obtained by performing the so-called classical limit, i.e.
~Ñ 0. For sake of completeness, let us illustrate this with an example of the strict deformation
quantization of a classical particle on the phase space R2n.
Quantization of a classical particle The classical observables of a free particle on the phase
space R2n are encoded in the ring of continuous functions vanishing at infinity on this space,
i.e. C0pR
2nq, which is in particular a commutative Poisson algebra. For convenience we take
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the simplest functional-analytic setting in which only smooth compactly supported functions
f P CcpR
2nq (with Poisson structure given by the natural symplectic form
řn
j“1 dpj ^ dq
j) are
quantized. In order to relate CcpR
2nq to a quantum theory described on some Hilbert space, one
needs to deform CcpR
2nq into non-commutatative C˚-algebras exploiting a family of quantization
maps. In this setting the family of quantization maps are given by
Q~ : C
8
c pR
2nq Ñ B8pL
2pRnqq;
Q~pfq “
ż
R2n
dnpdnq
p2pi~qn
fpp, qq|φ
pp,qq
~
yxφ
pp,qq
~
|,
where ~ P p0, 1s, B8pHq is the C
˚-algebra of compact operators on the Hilbert space H “
L2pRnq with the usual Lebesgue measure dnpdnq and, for each point pp, qq P R2n, the operator
|φ
pp,qq
~
yxφ
pp,qq
~
| : L2pRnq Ñ L2pRnq is defined as the orthogonal projection onto the linear span of
the normalized wavefunctions φ
pp,qq
~
given, for x P Rn, by
φ
pp,qq
~
pxq “ ppi~q´n{4e´ipq{2~e´ipx{~e´px´qq
2{2~ , φ
pp,qq
~
P L2pRq. (1.1)
The functions (1.1) are dubbed (Schro¨dinger) coherent states. In [7, 9] Rieffel showed that the
fibers A0 “ C0pR
2nq, and A~ “ B8pHq p~ P p0, 1sq can be combined into a (locally non-trivial)
continuous bundle A of C˚-algebras over base space I “ r0, 1s; the maps Q~ which are defined on
the dense subspace CcpR
2nq Ă A0 are called quantization maps.
As noticed by Landsman in [1, 2], a continuous bundle of C˚- algebras provides a natural
setting to describe models in quantum statistical mechanics. By interpreting the semi-classical
parameter as the number of particles of a system, namely ~ “ 1{N P 1{N Y t0u, the limit
N Ñ 8 provides the so-called thermodynamic limit, namely the density of the system N{V is
kept fixed, and the volume V of the system sent to infinity, as well. This has been rigorously
studied using operator algebras since the 1960s. The limiting system constructed at the limit
N “ 8 is typically quantum statistical mechanics in infinite volume. In this setting the so-called
quasi-local observables are studied: these give rise to a non-commutative continuous bundles of
C˚-algebras, namely Apqq, defined over the base space I :“ 1{NY t0u Ă r0, 1s with fibers at 1{N
given by a N -fold tensor product of a matrix algebra with itself. However, the limit N Ñ8 can
also provide the relation between classical (spin) theories viewed as limits of quantum statistical
mechanics. In this case the quasi-symmetric (or macroscopic) observables are studied and these
induce a commutative bundle of C˚-algebras denoted by Apcq which is defined over the same base
space I :“ 1{N Y t0u Ă r0, 1s with exactly the same fibers at 1{N as the algebra Apqq, but differ
at N “ 8, i.e., 1{N “ 0. It is precisely the bundle Apcq which relates these (spin) systems to
strict deformation quantization, since macroscopic observables are defined by (quasi-) symmetric
sequences which in turn are induced by certain quantization maps. Again, these maps can be
used to prove the existence of the classical limit for quantum spin systems which has particularly
been done for mean-field quantum spin systems [3, 10].
Despite being so important from a physical point of view, having a general criterion for the
existence of a strict deformation quantization of a generic Poisson manifold still seems to be
too far reaching. The aim of this paper is to show that the Cartesian product of two compact
Poisson manifolds which admit a strict deformation quantization, also admits a strict deformation
quantization. This is the main result of this paper:
Theorem 1.1. Let X and Y be compact Poisson manifold and assume there exists a strict defor-
mation quantization of X and of Y over the interval I :“ 1{NYt0u in the sense of Definition 2.5.
Denote with AX “ pI,AX , pi~q (resp. A
Y “ pI,AY , pi~q) the continuous bundle of C
˚-algebras
and with QX
~
(resp QY
~
) the quantization map for X (resp. for Y ). Then there exists a strict
2
deformation quantization X ˆ Y over the interval I :“ 1{NY t0u given by the continuous bundle
of C˚-algebras A “ pI,A, pi~q, where pi~ is defined by pi~pΠ~A
X
~
bεA
Y
~
q “ AX
~
bεA
Y
~
and
A :“
"
a P Π~A
X
~ bεA
Y
~
ˇˇˇ
lim
~Ñ0
}pi~paq ´ pi~praq}~,ε “ }pi~paq0 ´ pi0praq}0,ε where ra P Π~AX~ bAY~ * .
The quantization maps Q~ are given by Q~ :“ Q
X
~
bQY
~
. Here bε is the injective tensor product
and } ¨ }~,ε is the injective tensor norm on A
X
~
bεA
Y
~
.
The paper is structured as follows. In the 2nd section, we fix our notation and we recall some
results from the theory of operator algebras. Section 3 is the core of the paper, where the main
theorem is stated and proved. This is achieved in two steps. Firstly, we construct a continuous
bundle of C˚-algebras for the product Poisson manifold, then we define suitable quantization
maps. We conclude the paper with Section 4, where an application of our results to quantum
spin system is presented.
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2 Preliminaries
In this section we collect the basic facts and conventions concerning operator algebras and strict
deformation quantization of compact Poisson manifolds. For a detailed introduction the reader
may consult [1, 2, 8].
2.1 The injective tensor product
Given two C˚-algebras A and B, there is an obvious way to make the algebraic tensor product
AbB a ˚-algebra, but there exist several different norms such that the completion of AbB gives
a C˚-algebra. A natural strategy is to embed A b B as a ˚-subalgebra of algebra of bounded
operators BpHq for some Hilbert space H: The norm of an element in A b B will then be the
operator norm of the associated bounded operator. The resulting norm on A b B is usually
dubbed injective tensor norm (or spatial norm) and we will denote it as } ¨ }ε. We summurize
the above discussion in the following theorem and we refer to [8] for more details.
Theorem 2.1 ( [8], Theorem B.9). Let A and B be C˚-algebras and consider two faithful repre-
sentations piA : AÑ BpHAq and piB : B Ñ BpHBq. Then it holds:
- There exists a unique ˚-homomorphism piA b piB : A b B Ñ BpHA bHBq such that piA b
piBpab bq “ piApaq b piBpbq;
- The C˚-norm } ¨ }ε on AbB defined by
}
kÿ
i“i
ai b bi}ε :“ }
kÿ
i“i
piApaiq b piBpbiq}BpHAbHBq
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does not depend on the choice of representations and it is a cross-norm, i.e. for all ai P A
and bi P B it holds
}ai b bi}ε “ }ai}A}bi}B (2.1)
where } ¨ }A and } ¨ }B are the C
˚-norm of A and B respectively.
Definition 2.2. Given two C˚-algebras A and B, we call injective tensor product of A and B
the completion Abε B of AbB with respect to the injective tensor norm } ¨ }ε.
There are some basic examples where the injective tensor product of two C˚-algebras takes a
familiar form. When one algebra is commutative, for example, we can identify the injective tensor
product with an algebra of complex-valued functions. If X is a compact Hausdorff space and A
is a C˚-algebra, then the ring CpX,Aq of continuous functions f : X Ñ A such that x ÞÑ }fptq}
is a C˚-algebra with pointwise operations and the supremum norm:
fgpxq “ fpxqgpxq f˚pxq “ fpxq˚ }f}0 “ sup
xPX
}fpxq} .
Corollary 2.3 ( [8], Corollary B.17). If X and Y are compact Hausdorff spaces, then there is an
isomorphism ψ of CpXq bε CpY q onto CpX ˆ Y q such that ψpf b gqpx, yq “ fpxqgpyq for every
f P CpXq and g P CpY q.
2.2 Strict deformation quantization
Let X be a compact manifold and denote with CpXq (resp. C8pXq) the associative algebra of
continuous (resp. smooth) complex-valued functions on X, with pointwise multiplication, and
with involution given by complex conjugation. Since X is compact, the supremum norm } ¨ }0
is well defined, and CpXq turns into a unital commutative C˚-algebra. By endowing C8pXq
with a Poisson bracket t¨, ¨u, namely a Lie algebra structure on C8pXq satisfying the Leibniz
rule, we obtain a Poisson algebra and we call X :“ pX, t¨, ¨uq Poisson manifold. Before recalling
what strict deformation quantization of a Poisson manifold is meant to be, we need a preliminary
definition.
Definition 2.4. A bundle of C˚-algebras over a locally compact Hausdorff space I is a triple
A :“ pI,A, pi~ : A Ñ A~q,where A is a C
˚-algebra (the bundle C˚-algebra) and, for each ~ P I,
pi~ is a ˚-epimorphism of A onto a C
˚-algebra A~ such that:
(i) the family tpi~|~ P Iu is faithful, i.e. }a} “ sup~PI }pi~paq}~ for each ~ P I and } ¨ } (resp.
} ¨ }~) denote the C
˚-norm of A (resp. A~);
(ii) for f P CpIq and a P A, there exists an element fa P A such that pi~pfaq “ fp~qpi~paq for
~ P I.
A continuous bundle of C˚-algebras is a C˚-bundle A “ pI,A, pi~q which also satisfies
(iii) for a P A, the norm function Npaq : ~ ÞÑ }pi~paq}~ is in CpIq.
Definition 2.5. A strict deformation quantization of a compact Poisson manifold X consists of:
(I) A continuous bundle of unital C˚-algebras A :“ pI,A, pi~ : A Ñ A~q, where I is an open
interval of r0, 1s containing 0 as accumulation point and A0 “ CpXq;
(II) A family of quantization maps, namely a family Q :“ tQ~u of linear maps
Q~ : rA0 Ă C8pXq Ñ A~,
where rA0 is } ¨ }0-dense Poisson subalgebra of A0 such that:
(i) Q0 is the inclusion map rA0 ãÑ A0 and Q~p1A0q “ 1A~ (the unit of A~);
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(ii) Each Q~ is self-adjoint i.e. Q~pfq “ Q~pfq
˚, where fpxq “: fpxq˚;
(iii) For each f P rA0 the following cross-section of the bundle is continuous:
0 ÞÑ f ;
~ ÞÑ Q~pfq, p~ P pIzt0uqq;
(iv) Each pair f, g P rA0 satisfies the Dirac-Groenewold-Rieffel condition:
lim
~Ñ0
||
i
~
rQ~pfq, Q~pgqs ´Q~ptf, guq||~ “ 0.
Remark 2.6. It follows from the definition of a continuous bundle of C˚-algebras that
lim
~Ñ0
}Q~pfq}~ “ }f}0, and lim
~Ñ0
}Q~pfqQ~pgq ´Q~pfgq}~ “ 0 ,
where } ¨ }0 is the supremum norm on CpXq.
With the next proposition, we provide a criteria to construct a continuous bundle of C˚-
algebras once that a family of C˚-algebras is assigned.
Proposition 2.7 ( [2], Proposition C.124). Let tA~u~ be a family of C
˚-algebras over the base
space I “ 1{N Y t0u Ă r0, 1s and denote with } ¨ }~ the associated C
˚-norm of A~. Assume there
exists a ˚-algebra rA Ă Π~A~ and an ˚-homomorphisms pi~ : rAÑ A~ such that,
(i) for each ~ P I, pi~p rAq is dense in A~;
(ii) lim~Ñ0 }pi~praq}~ “ }pi0praq}0 for each ra P rA.
Then there exists a continuous bundle of C˚-algebras A “ pI,A, pi~q, where A is the C
˚-algebra
defined by
A :“
"
a P Π~A~
ˇˇˇ
lim
~Ñ0
}pi~paq ´ pi~praq}~ “ }pi~paq0 ´ pi0praq}0 where ra P rA*
with pointwise multiplication. Furthermore A is the unique continuous bundle C˚-algebras whose
space of sections contains rA.
Example 2.8. As an example, we consider the strict deformation quantization of Poisson man-
ifold S2 whose Poisson bracket on C8pS2q is defined by
tf, gupxq :“
3ÿ
a,b,c“1
εabcxc
Bf
Bxa
Bg
Bxb
, x P S2,
where εabc the Levi-Civita` symbol. To construct a continuous bundle of unital C
˚-algebras, we
shall follow Proposition 2.7. To this end, let I :“ 1{NYt0u and consider the family of C˚-algebras
A~ :“
#
CpS2q for ~ “ 0
Matn`1pCq for ~ P 1{N
where n :“ 1{~ and Matn`1pCq denotes the space of pn` 1qˆ pn` 1q-complex matrices. Let now
set rA0 to be the algebra of polynomials in three real variables restricted to S2. Clearly, rA0 is a
dense Poisson sub-algebra of C8pS2q whose Poisson bracket is defined by restricting the Poisson
bracket of S2. Now let Q~ : rA0 Ñ A~ be the map defined by
Q~pP q :“
1{~` 1
4pi
ż
S2
P pxq |xyxx| 1
~
dµx , (2.2)
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where dµx indicates the unique SOp3q-invariant Haar measure on S
2 with
ş
S2
dµx “ 4pi and
|xyxx|1{~ P BpSym
1{~pC2qq »M1{~`1pCq is the projection onto the linear span of the unit vector
x1{~
1. As explained in more details in the proof of [2, Theorem 8.1], the C˚-algebra rA consisting
of
pi~paq :“
#
f for ~ “ 0
Q~pfq for ~ P 1{N
for every f P CpS2q, verifies the assumption of Proposition 2.7. Furthermore, the resulting
continuous bundle of C˚-algebras A coincides with rA and Q~ defines a quantization map which
satisfies Properties 1-4 in Definition 2.5.
Remark 2.9. Let us remark that the quantization maps Q~ constructed in Example 2.8 define
a so-called Berezin quantization, see e.g. [1] and that, in physics literature, the unit vector x1{~
are called coherent spin states, see e.g [6].
3 Products of compact Poisson manifolds
The aim of this section is to show that if X and Y admits a strict deformation quantization, then
also X ˆ Y does so. As first step, we shall endow a Poisson bracket on C8pX ˆ Y q.
Proposition 3.1. Let X and Y be compact Poisson manifolds. Then there exists a Poisson
structure on the manifold X ˆ Y .
Proof. Let CpXq bε CpY q be the injective tensor product of CpXq and CpY q. On account of
Corollary 2.3, to define a Poisson structure on X ˆ Y is enough to define a Poisson bracket
on C8pXqbεC
8pY q. To this end, we notice that, for any f1 b f2 P C
8pXq b C8pY q and
g1, g2 P C
8pXq b C8pY q, the map t¨, ¨ub defined by
tf1 b f2, g1 b g2ub :“ tf1, g1uC8pXq b f2g2 ` f1g1 b tf2, g2uC8pY q , (3.1)
where t¨, ¨uX and t¨, ¨uY denotes the Poisson bracket on C
8pXq and C8pY q respectively, is a
Poisson bracket on C8pXq b C8pY q. Since C8pXq b C8pY q is dense in C8pXqbεC
8pY q »
C8pX ˆ Y q, then we can extend t¨, ¨ub to a Poisson bracket on C
8pX ˆ Y q by declaring
tf, guC8pXˆY q :“ tfp¨, yq, gp¨, yquC8pXq ` tfpx, ¨q, gpx, ¨quC8 pY q .
We shall next construct a suitable bundle of C˚-algebras for X ˆ Y .
Proposition 3.2. Let AX “ pI,AX , pi~q and AY “ pI,AY , pi~q be two continuous bundles of
unital C˚-algebras over I :“ 1{NYt0u for X and Y and set AX
~
:“ pi~pAXq, A
Y
~
:“ pi~pAY q. Then
A :“ pI,A, pi~q is a continuous bundle of C
˚-algebras, where pi~ is defined by pi~pΠ~A
X
~
bεA
Y
~
q :“
AX
~
bεA
Y
~
and
A :“
"
a P Π~A
X
~ bεA
Y
~
ˇˇˇ
lim
~Ñ0
}pi~paq ´ pi~praq}~ “ }pi0paq ´ pi0praq}0 where ra P Π~AX~ bAY~ * .
Proof. To construct the desired bundle, we shall follow Proposition 2.7. To this end, consider
the family of C˚-algebras tA~u~ :“ A
X
~
bεA
Y
~
, where the C˚-norm is given by the injective
tensor norm } ¨ }ε, and define rA Ă Π~A~ to be the ˚-algebra given by Π~AX~ b AY~ . Then we
have a ˚-homomorphism pi~ : rA Ñ A~ given by pi~p rAq :“ AX~ b AY~ and the requirement (i) in
Proposition 2.7 is verified on account of the Definition 2.2. In order to verify requirement (ii) in
Proposition 2.7, for any ra P rA, set pi~praq “: f~ b g~. Then we have
lim
~Ñ0
}pi~praq}~,ε “ lim
~Ñ0
}f~ b g~}~,ε “ lim
~Ñ0
}f~}~}g~}~ ,
1The definition of the space Sym1{~pC2q can be found in Section 4 or in [3,11].
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where we used Equation 2.1 in the second equality and } ¨ }~,ε (resp } ¨ }~) is the injective tensor
norm on AX
~
bεA
Y
~
(resp. the C˚-norm on AX
~
and on AY
~
). Since f~ P A
X
~
and g~ P A
Y
~
are
continuous sections of a AX and AY respectively, by Definition 2.4 we get that ~ ÞÑ } ¨ }~ is a
continuous function. Therefore,
lim
~Ñ0
}f~}~}g~}~ “ lim
~Ñ0
}f~}~ lim
~Ñ0
}g~}~ “ }f0}0}g0}0 “ }f0 b g0}0,ε “ }pi0praq}0,ε
where we used again Equation 2.1 in the third equality and } ¨ }0 denotes the supremum norm.
This concludes our proof.
We are finally in the position to prove our main theorem.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let QX
~
: rAX
0
Ñ AX
~
(resp. QY
~
: rAY
0
Ñ AY
~
) be a family of quantization
map for X (resp. Y ) and set
Q~ :“ Q
X
~ bQ
Y
~ : rAX0 b rAY0 Ñ AX~ bεAX~ ,
where rAX
0
b rAY
0
:“ C8pXq b C8pY q is a } ¨ }0,ε-dense Poisson subalgebra of CpXq bε CpY q »
CpXˆY q. To prove our claim we have to show thatQ~ satisfies properties (i)-(iv) in Definition 2.5.
(i) Q0 “ Q
X
0
b QY
0
is the inclusion map and Q~p1AX
0
bAY
0
q “ 1AX
~
b 1AY
~
which is the unit of
AX
~
bεA
Y
~
.
(ii) For every f b g P rAX
0
b rAY
0
we have
Q~ppf b gq
˚q “ QX~ bQ
Y
~ pf
˚b g˚q “ QX~ pf
˚qbQY~ pg
˚q “ QX~ pfq
˚bQY~ pgq
˚ “ Q~pf b gq
˚ ,
where we used the fact that QX
~
and QY
~
are quantization maps.
(iii) Since QX
~
pfq and QY
~
pgq are continuous section of AX
~
and AY
~
respectively for any f P rAX
0
and g P rAY
0
, then the map
0 ÞÑ f b g;
~ ÞÑ Q~pf b gq “ Q
X
~ pfq bQ
Y
~ pgq, p~ P pIzt0uqq
is a continuous section of A by construction. Indeed, the following function is continuous:
~ ÞÑ }pi~pQ~pf b gqq}~,ε “ }pi~pQ
X
~ pfqq}~ }pi~pQ
Y
~ pgqq}~ .
(iv) Each pair f1 b g1, f2 b g2 P rAX0 b rAY0 one has
rQ~pf1 b g1q, Q~pf2 b g2qs “rQ
X
~ pf1q bQ
Y
~ pg1q, Q
X
~ pf2q bQ
Y
~ pg2qs “
“rQX~ pf1q, Q
X
~ pf2qs bQ
Y
~ pg1qQ
Y
~ pg2q
`QX~ pf1qQ
X
~ pf2qrQ
Y
~ pg1q, Q
Y
~ pg2qs
and
Q~ptf1 b g1, f2 b g2ubq “Q~ptf1, f2uX b g1g2 ` f1f2 b tg1, g2uY q “
“QX~ ptf1, f2uXq bQ
Y
~ pg1g2q `Q
X
~ pf1f2q bQ
Y
~ ptg1, g2uY q
where we used Equation (3.1) and t¨, ¨uX (resp. t¨, ¨uY ) denotes the Poisson bracket on rAX0
(resp. rAY
0
). It then follows
}
i
~
rQ~pf1 b g1q,Q~pf2 b g2qs ´Q~ptf1 b g1, f2 b g2uq}~,ε
ď }
i
~
rQX~ pf1q, Q
X
~ pf2qs bQ
Y
~ pg1qQ
Y
~ pg2q ´Q
X
~ ptf1, f2uXq bQ
Y
~ pg1g2q}~,ε
` }
i
~
QX~ pf1qQ
X
~ pf2q b rQ
Y
~ pg1q, Q
Y
~ pg2qs ´Q
X
~ pf1f2q bQ
Y
~ ptg1, g2uY q}~,ε .
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The first term in the above inequality can be estimated as follows:
lim
~Ñ0
}
i
~
rQX~ pf1q,Q
X
~ pf2qs bQ
Y
~ pg1qQ
Y
~ pg2q ´Q
X
~ ptf1, f2uXq bQ
Y
~ pg1g2q}~,ε
“ lim
~Ñ0
›››´ i
~
rQX~ pf1q, Q
X
~ pf2qs ´Q
X
~ ptf1, f2uXq
¯
bQY~ pg1qQ
Y
~ pg2q
´QX~ ptf1, f2uXq b
´
QY~ pg1g2q ´Q
Y
~ pg1q bQ
Y
~ pg2q
¯›››
~,ε
ď lim
~Ñ0
}
i
~
rQX~ pf1q, Q
X
~ pf2qs ´Q
X
~ ptf1, f2uXq}~}Q
Y
~ pg1qQ
Y
~ pg2q}~
` }QX~ ptf1, f2uXq}~}Q
Y
~ pg1g2q ´Q
Y
~ pg1q bQ
Y
~ pg2q}~ Ñ 0
where we used Equation (2.1) and the properties of the quantization map QX
~
(viz. Remark 2.6).
Using a similar argument we obtain
lim
~Ñ0
}
i
~
QX~ pf1qQ
X
~ pf2q b rQ
Y
~ pg1q, Q
Y
~ pg2qs ´Q
X
~ pf1f2q bQ
Y
~ ptg1, g2uY q}~,ε Ñ 0,
and we can conclude.
4 Application to spin systems
In this section we show how quantum spins systems arise from classical spin systems using our
quantization formalism.
In Example 2.8 we have seen how a single sphere S2 is quantized using quantization maps
defined by Equation (2.2). The fibers of the continuous bundle of C˚-algebras are given by
A~ :“
#
CpS2q for ~ “ 0
Mat2J`1pCq for ~ P 1{N
where J plays the role of the inverse semi-classical parameter ~. As notice first by Lieb in [4],
and independently in [5,10], the spin operators can be obtained using the quantization map Q1{J
pJ ` 1q cos pθq ÞÑ Sz
pJ ` 1q sin pθq cos pφq ÞÑ Sx
pJ ` 1q sin pθq sin pφq ÞÑ Sy
(4.1)
where pθ, φq (resp px, y, zq ) are spherical (resp. cartesian) coordinates on S2. As usual
Sx, Sy, Sz can be understood as a (unitary finite dimensional) irreducible representation of the
Lie algebra sup2q on the Hilbert space C2J`1. Furthermore these operators satisfy rSx, Sys “ iSz
cyclically. Here the number J is also called the spin of the given representation.
A general classical spin system is typically defined as a polynomial on the cartesian product of
say d spheres S2, denoted by ˆdS
2, where d indicates the number of classical spins. Therefore the
classical algebra on which classical spin systems are defined is Cpˆd S
2q or equivalently CpS2qbεd
(see Corollary 2.3). As a byproduct of Theorem 1.1, the quantization maps are given by linear
extension of the following map
Q
pdq
1{J :
rAbεd
0
ÑM2J`1pCq b ¨ ¨ ¨ bM2J`1pCqloooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooon
d times
;
Q
pdq
1{Jpf1, ..., fdq “ Q
p1q
1{Jpf1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bQ
p1q
1{Jpfdqloooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooon
d times
,
(4.2)
where Q
p1q
1{J is given by (2.2), and
rA0 the dense subalgebra of CpS2q given by polynomials in three
real variables restricted to the sphere S2. Keeping this in mind, we now provide three illustrating
examples where quantization theory and spin systems come together.
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The Ising model We consider the classical Ising model in a transverse magnetic field B. The
corresponding function hIs P CpˆdS
2q is defined by
hIspe1, ..., edq “ ´
N´1ÿ
j“1
zizj`1 ´B
dÿ
j“1
xj, pej “ pxj , yj, zjq P S
2, j “ 1, ..., dq.
Employing the identification CpˆdS
2q » CpS2qbεd, we obtain
hIs :“ ´
d´1ÿ
j“1
hzj b hzj`1 b 1S2 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b 1S2 ´B
dÿ
j“1
hxj b 1S2 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b 1S2 ,
where each hz, hx P CpS
2q are given respectively by hzpejq “ zj and hxpejq “ xj for all j “ 1, ..., d.
In view of (4.1), we see that the coordinate functions pJ ` 1qxi are mapped to Si where
i “ x, y, z. Analogously to the work done in [4] let us now replace these coordinates ej by
pJ `1qej . We then apply our quantization maps (4.2) to this function. It not difficult to see that
this image yields the following operator
HIsd “ ´
d´1ÿ
j“1
SzpjqSzpj ` 1q ´B
dÿ
j“1
Sxpjq,
where the operators Sxpjq and Szpjq act as the operators Sx and Sz on Hj “ C
2J`1 and as the
unit matrix 12J`1 elsewhere. This operator exactly corresponds to the quantum Ising model of
d immobile spin particles each with total angular momentum J under a ferromagnetic coupling,
defined on the Hilbert space Hd “
Âd
j“1Hj, with Hj “ C
2J`1. Hence,
Q
pdq
1{Jph
Is
J q “ H
Is
d , (4.3)
where hIsJ is defined on the scaled vectors pJ ` 1qej . Note that the operator H
Is
d clearly depends
on J since it is defined on the Hilbert space Hd “
Âd
j“1C
2J`1. This shows the interplay between
on the one hand the classical symbol on a product of spheres and on the other hand the quantum
Hamiltonian describing the quantum Ising model.
The Heisenberg model We consider the classical Heisenberg spin model hHei on ˆdS
2 defined
by
hHeipe1, ..., edq :“ ´
N´1ÿ
j“1
xixi`1 ` yiyi`1 ` zizi`1.
Applying the quantization maps (4.2) to hHei we obtain by a similar argument as in the previous
example Q
pdq
1{Jph
Hei
J q “ H
Hei
d , where the operator H
Hei
d denotes the quantum Heisenberg model on
the Hilbert space Hd “
Âd
j“1C
2J`1,
HHeid “ ´
d´1ÿ
j“1
Sj ¨ Sj`1,
with each of the operators in Sj “ pS
x
j , S
y
j , S
z
j q acting on the Hilbert space HJ “ C
2J`1 and as
the identity elsewhere. As before, note that the function hHeiJ is defined on the vectors pJ ` 1qej .
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The Curie-Weiss model We stress that also mean-field quantum spin systems can me modeled
using our this theory. In this case, we take the d-fold tensor product of e.g. the algebra M2pCq
with itself. A typical example is the quantum Curie-Weiss model whose Hamiltonian is given by
HCWd “ ´
1
2d
dÿ
i,j“1
σ3pjqσ3piq ´B
dÿ
j“1
σxpjq, (4.4)
with again B the magnetic field. Such models share the property that they leave the symmetric
subspace SymdpC2q Ă
Âd
i“1M2pCq of dimension d`1 invariant [5,11]. Therefore, one can restrict
such Hamiltonians to SymdpC2q. In this setting the restricted operator acts on the Hilbert space
C
d`1, and the parameter d now plays the role of the spin 2J as explained in the beginning of this
section. It has been shown [5,10] that the polynomial function on the single sphere S2
hCW0 pθ, φq “ ´
1
2
pcospθq2 `B sinpθq cospφqq; pθ P r0, pis, φ P r0, 2piqq
modulo and error of Op1{dq quantizes the quantum (restricted) Curie-Weiss model under the map
(2.2). Therefore, also in this case we recover the correspondence between the classical function
on S2 and the (restricted) qauntum mean field Hamiltonian.
Remark 4.1. As a result of the properties of the continuous bundle of C˚-algebras (see also
Remark 2.6) in all these examples it may be clear that in the classical limit J Ñ 8 the norm
of the quantum Hamiltonians correspond to the supremum norm of the corresponding classical
functions, in the sense that
lim
JÑ8
}HQuantumd }J “ }h
classical
d }0
Of course, in view of Equation (4.1), one should rescale the operators Sx, Sy, Sz appearing in the
quantum Hamiltonians by a factor 1{pJ ` 1q in order to make the above limit existing.
Remark 4.2. We underline that the strict deformation quantization of the d-fold tensor product
of S2 with itself provides a new perspective in order to study the thermodynamic limit (i.e.
d Ñ 8) and classical limit (i.e. J Ñ 8) of the spin system in question. The properties of the
quantization maps can be extremely useful in order to study the above mentioned limits of for
example the free energy, the possible convergence of Gibbs states, or for (algebraic) ground states
induced by eigenvectors [4, 10] as also explain in the introduction. Indeed, in a slightly different
context Lieb [4] implicitly used the properties of the quantization maps (2.2) and (4.2) in order
to prove the existence of such limits.
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